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During 1983
six focused r a ch reports_ whose topics were,Wentifted7by-the-states
within the regio---Oregon, Alatka; Hawaii, Washington; Montana, Idaho,

and:the Pacifidarea. The titlea;Of these pdblioationi'include:

Designipg Excellence ih-Set-Ondacational__Education:
Applications Of'Prindi 'nq and

Successful Bdaineaa-Reattitea

Towerd:Excellence: Student and TeacherLaehaVI-Ora-aa
Predictors of School Surcd'ess

PREFACE

orthweat RegiOnal Exchange sponsored the development of

State Level Governanc -

A Call for School Reform

Global Education: Sate of \the Art

-or Old?

Equitable Schooling Opportunity-in-a-Multioultural Milieu

We ha p found this dissemination Strategy an effective and efficient

means of moving knowledge!N4o the_dadr_level. Each report_is in:response -

to state defined informatiOn needs and is intended to infldenCe'.the

improvement of school practice._ In_each.Case, a specific.knowiedgels)

base, anchored in research and deVelOpment, is'analyzed and synthesized._

The:process is more:telescopic than broadly comprehensive in nature.

Elements of- careful seleCtiVity_and professional judgment come into, play

as authors examine theinfOrtatitin against the backdrops of Cu ent state

needs, directions, andior_intereat.a. Asa result, research -biNd, -

implications and recommendations for action emerge that are targeted and'

relevant to the region.
. 4

This particular report builds on_the:research and development findings in

the general area of Effective Sthdoling and morespeCificallyi effective
instruction in successful bilingual instructional settings; EquitabIe.,
schooling opportunitida_ia the focus. f the study:. Under,'' Xamination are

quality schooling experiences and the Ikad_e_±of_Lequality of access by'all

students.

It'is anticipated that thit repot will ac
\

as a springboard for the

;development of aomeaction_research projec s in the state of Hawaii and

other Pacific entities.__The underlying principles that will guide these'

projects include the folloWihg: ly the local school site as the unit of

change; 2) the key role of the principal as\inatructiOnal leader and

catalyst for change; and 3) the process of school improvement as

puposeful and'evolutionary in nature:

Pascarelli, Ed. D.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a model for equitable schooling. It is based on

three bodies of research: (l) the effective schooling research, (2) the

Significant Bilingual Instructional Features descriptive study (SBIF),

m,
and (3) the theoretical analysis of activity structures and the implicit

information about values and iicdms which they carry.

The effective schooling research has identified characteristics of

instruction and schools which are associated with higher than expected

student achievement. Observational and case study methods make up fhe

paradigm.

The SBIF'descriptive study, diiected by William Tikunoff, used this

paradigm to identify those features of bilingual instruction which were

associated with high achievement by li ited'English proficient (LEP)

students. 'Researchers in this study found that while.effective bilingual

teachers resemble effective monolingual teachers in instructional meth-Oda

and classroom management to a certain extent, they adapted their

instructional methods in several ways to accommodate language,and

cul utal differences among LEP students. The researchers referred,to

. .

thi commodation as . Several examples of

mediation of instruction are given in the paper.

The analysis of activity'structtUes indicates that much of what is

learned in activity is imparted through the nature of the activity, its

iii



-otionitation and how and with whomne,is expected to interact. The

authors examine the components of activity structures inherent in

-
schooling as well as the interrelatidnahip between activity structure arid

,i-natructionalLand_social goals. -It is through activity structures that

institutional and task demands are made on Students; Often, activities

are structured in such a way that demands are made on'ininbrity students
4- .

that are contrary to their cultural norms of behaviOr.: Furthermore,

these demands are rarely made explicit, yet a student's performandt is

evaluated by his/her ability to meet such demands.

The AUthdr$ describe seven dimensions of activity structures found in

schooling, giving examples of how each dimension can be varied, to produce

very different-task demands. They point out: some areas of Ctltural

conflict Inherent in activity structures, e.g., requiring public verbal

response from students whOse home culture considers this to be "showing

tiff."

Tliroighout, the authors emphasize that students from minority

cultures must be taught to respond appropriately to the task demands and

the institutional demands of the'majority.culture if they are to have

equal educational opportunities. This is imperative, since it is within

the majority culture that they.will be evaluated at achooland function

=

as adults. The authors contend that in order to do so we must make

J

explicit the "hiddenccrricuIum -those differences betWeen the, cultural

norms of school and those of the home.

Steps are'outlined that can be used by principals antreacherS to

_
ensure that equitable schooling opportUnitieSs'are available.



I,
AOotherstone of the democracy in which we live is the right of each

I. -INTRODUCTION

toa free and equal education. This right is interpreted by

fifty states as free public schooling from the first through twelfth

graded, and sometimes.kindergarten. History records that, from time to

time, public attention-to the nature and condition of public schooling

has led to numerous attempts. to improve the quality of tchooling

experiences for the nation's children. We currently are experiencing

such a phenomenon.

The current focue is upon improving the quality of instruction that

students are receiving; and responds to numerous criticisms of'public

schoOls. Paramount among these is the. declining performance of students

on tests of acadeMic achievement in theso-called basic skills: reading,

writing, and mathematics (The National Commission on Excellence in

Education, 1983). Tied to this is a growing concern with the declining

expertise of the teaching fo se, a scarcity of mathematics and science

teachers at the secondaiy
_e_

ool level, and the

;).

number of qualified young persons preparing to,?enter the teaching force.

rteddecline in the

The ideas in this paper buildfrom previous research supported
primarily by two agencies in the U.S. Department of'Education: the -
N4ItionaI Institute_of Education and the Office.of Bilingual Education and
Minority Languages Affairs through its Part C Research Agenda.for
Bilingual Education. The author is grateful for their support, as well Ot_
for the. con 'butions to-the shaping of these ideas over the past severill'
years by three 7Isteemed colIeagues:.. Beatrice A. Ward, SteVen,T. bossert;
andJOse A. Vazquez-Faria.

.



As these and other factors have combined to erode the puhlic's'

confidence in its schools, financial support at the local', state; and
0 -

fedejal levels has become increasingly difficult to obtain. This is true

not only for proposed new educational programs,but:for the continuing

support oi basic and long-term' entitlement programs as welI. :In shorty
0

public schools haye had to line up. with other s6,:calIee4do6stic".

programs to .lobby for their share of0the taxpayer's dollir

.0he pervasiveissue with regard to obtaining quality_edUcationr for

the nation's -studentd emerged from the social andpolitical movements:of

the 1960s and coalesced into the fight for equity: the right of all

studentsregardless of race, sex, native 'language, social or'ecdnomic
4

status, physical ental handidaps--to an-educatiOn of equal

quality. while n 'Programs havebeeh legislated ,or mandated key the

f
_

Courts since the early 1960s to achieve this, they have resulted in

limited success'.

One reason=and'Ehe premise for this paper--is
1
that such attempts

.

have.beeh'piecemea.1 and have not strived towaid'integrating the

components of equity into effective schooling practices. This papek-

=
draws from the research on school and instructional effedtiveness

completed in the .past two'dedeaes to 4efine "equitable "schooling'

/

%

_

The assumptions whit- guide identification of the characteristics 18f

oppbrtunity" for all attidents.

equitable adhooling opportunity are .presented first aid discusse Then;

"equitable schooling opportunity is defined in terms of its ompQrtent

-characteristics; Next, each characteristiC is described sn turn.

_ ;-
Finally, some rebommendations are :made with regard to thy.

.schooling practitioners might use to incorporate thec mponents of

equitable schooling opportunity int0,4ieir own instr ctional programs.



II. THE NATURE OF SCHOOLS AND SCHOOLING IN THE" U.S.

Schools reflect the society which they serve and in which they
'1

_ 4
eXist. Thus, in the schools for a gi)en society, one might expect to

find similar goals, similar expectations, for students (both,concerning

their ability to'"learn".nd learning outcomes), and similar values and

norms (translated into ruled and a profile of normative behavior for

students and teachers). These are manifested in how schools
'

- , ,

structured;.in the underlying values, rules, and norms; and

6instruction is perceived, organized, and delivered.'

Thus it is that the experience of "going to school" is common to all.
'I'

are

in how

Americans: we can talk about our schooling experiences to other adult

Americans, wherever'in the U.S. they might have occurred, and b.e.talking

about experiences that are so similar that we understand each other,

a similar vein, we use this information to judge the schooling AK,

childrin receive and to make educational decisidns generally. We all.

,."know" what school is about, what the requirements are for children who

attend'schoOl, and what entails "good instruction."
2

One. onsequenc4 of this perception of schooling-,as-a-common

expefiente is that we'tend'to hold a-common set of expectations for all
.

-. -,

students., While we use rhetoric that recognizes individual differences
( .

.

among stpdents-alearners, we nevertheless expect tAae'all persons who

attend school in the U:S. will emerge with a similai,set of skills and

-with similar/ability to perform the tasks of a competent.adult;

ConVersely, this attitude -often extends to our thinking about children

and- the ekills.they bring. to. school.



=However, the world around us is constantly changing, affected by

scientific and technological advances, by the so-called "information.

eXplosion," and by the shifting of peoples from one part.of:the world to

another,AToffler, 1980; Yankelovich, 1981). More than any other social

institution. schools reflect these changes and are expected tO-respdftd-to

them;

By and large, curricullim change and reiated staff development

Accommodated sCientific:Or techndlogidal advances and the information

explosion. Several recent social and pOlitical events, however, have

presented 41.1.erigeS which schools are experiencing diffiCulty in
..

resolving. In particular, the social movements of the 1960s and 1970s

haVe resulted in legislation which mandates that schools provide "equal

eduPational- opportunity"' for alb students. Threeimportant'

cases -in -point have forced schools to reassess their schooling programs:

. .t,
.

1. The Brown.vs.Topeka-, Kansas decision rendered by the th,s;;
Supreme CourtA1955)requires that school_ districts providel
schopling'of equal; nalitY.for all of,their students. One:'

_ ,,
effect has beentWbusing of studentS one attendance.from_oearea

.

to another in order tri.redistribute:populationSstudenta
across arlfaChoolsSo that a racial balance is achieved

( "desegregation ");, _ : _

3. The Lau vs.a Nichols decidiOn (19701,,7:Which requires that schools

'.proVide.instruction that iSatde8Sible.by stmdentswhose native
language:1S other'than English. One controversialresult is that

"transitional bilingual edUdatiOn".ATBE) has been the
predominatt instructional strategy promoted for:limited English

r'proficient StUdentS.These programs are designed to assimilate.
.::foteigh_language.apeaxers intathedominant'linguistic and

, .

cultigal group of'the nation;

3. U.S. Public Law 94-142, which requires that schools provide a_

"least restrictive environment" for the schooling of physically

or educationally handicapped youngsters.i This has resultedin

moving -many handicapped students:into regular_classrooms. TheSe

..students previously;hadApeen instructed. in self-contained
::("restrictive") classrOoms, 'isolategfroM other students.



\ .

Another 'Source of tension for schools is the recent change in federal

.immigration policy. As a consequence of these chAnges, vast numbers of

peoples from ,Tany parts of the world, but primarilyAfrom w47torn areas

of Southeast Asia, Latin America, the Caribbean, and the'Middle East,

--have moved .to the These newly-arrived stUdentshave presented the
_ .P

schools with several new problems. For' ekample, many of them'speA

languages (some with.subdialectS) unknown to instructional personnel.s n
.

Many come froth unfamiIidrhome cultures, some of which have'values and

,norms in conflict with thOpe,Of the majority P.S. culture. In some

_ __ _
cases*, students are not literate in theit own native language, so usual jib.

.

. . ,

. -
bilingual instructional strategies_are not appropriate; In addition,

school-age children have pot previously attended school, so they are

familiar with school rules and expectations.

not

..-As a result of our experienced:with adjusting schooling programs to

respond to changes in scientific and technoibgical knowledge, as well as

to _social and political pressures, we have come to accept somei

fundamental beliefs about schooling Among these are the following:

1. The primary goal of schooling is to prepare students to
participate in mainstream U.S. scitlety as competent, prOduCtive
adUltS. During their school careers, students are expected to
deyelop the academiC and social skills which are necessary to
achieve this participation._ It is theresponsibilityof_,
education personnel to develop_the instructional strategies
necessary to ensure that all students have equal access to
obtaining this goal;

2. The prOCess of schooling is a public enterprise; consisting of-a
partnership:among those responsible for schooling (faculties,
school administratorf, school board membeisiother'sdhool
agencies at the state and federal levels), the parents of
children who-attend the schools, and the larger community which
ultimately'will be affected by the products.of the schools
(business pevSonsi'.1egislators, industry; etc..



_
3. We recognize that there is strength_in cultural and linguistic

diversity. Schools must respeot_and encourage this 4iversity

while providing equitable schooling experiences for all

students. At the same time,_SthOOls must prepare all students

with academic; social, and linguistic skills that will enable

`them to participate as competent adults in mainstream;

monolingual-English U.S. society.

4. .Research has identified.seVeraltharacteristics of effective

instruction and effective schooling practice (Edmonds &

Trederiksen, 1978;:Good, 1979). Those responsible for_schooling-;.-

should.becothe familiar with this information6Utilize_it, and

participate in ,s generation as wefraftoits application.

S. Changes in,eodiety will become more and more rapid. In the

future* sChools_probably will continue to be confronted with the

problems posed by societal changes. For this reason,,learning

Alow toaAbess_changes,_howto.adjust schooling experiences to
accommodate change, and how to'know if success is being achieved

is a fundamental task confronting all school personnel.

6. The most, effective unit of change is the schdOl (Stallings &

Mohlihan 1981). The _person most responsible for schooling

outcomes at this level is the principal. The principal's

leaderthiP:and_support is necessary to PrOdUte_lasting
Significant Changes which result in more effective schooling

experiences for all students.

To summarizei.V.S. schools of the future. can be characterized by two

major dimensiOns: (1) by the-tioMpleXityof the schooling process and

(2) by the diversity of their-ettldent-populatiOns. ;Based on our

experiences since the 1950s, we can predict that knowledge will continue

sto-increase and that the fabric of U.S. society will continue to change;

bringing scientific, soCia4S0dpolitica1pressureithat. will:affect the

schooling experiencea of the nation's children. 'More:and more stUdente.,

will come to school bringing varying sets.of Valueeand:nclrms, base- upon

differing home experiences -and cultures; native lanqUageS other than

English; and neede, problems, and learning characteristics 'which are,/

direct resUlte Of

continues to grow i re diveree.and complex. Sthool personnel must be

_ .

prepared to plan fo and atcommodate this-dbMplekitY

interacting with..the:prodUctifrOf a.society that

6

13



Appropriate response to these changes in the present and the fUture

requires that school personnel utilize information from at least two

sources--infbrmation specifying the requirements for equitable schooling

opportunity for all students; and information concerning the process of

chancser producing effgctive instructional expeniences for III

students; The remainder ofcthis paper focuses on these information.

sources;

.34



III. COMPONENTS OF EQUITABLE SCHOOLING OP 3RTUNITY

Given thiS description of schools as institutional'Mirrors'of the

society they serve, a common characteriiiic of schools which can be

-predicted for the future.is that they will be populated by students of

increasingly complex backgrounds; Factors contributing to this

complexity include native home cultures which differ from mainstream U.S.

culture; possession of native languages other than English, some of which

are new to schools; family economic situations which differ greatly; and

home experiences which are diverse (e.g., "latch-key" homes wherSboth

parelps,worksnd where there is little supervision until the evening;

single-parent famines; divorced parents, etc.).

. Since all of these factois combine to inform students with varying

repertoires of human perceptionb, values, beliefs, and behavior, we can

broadly characterize schools to be emerging as multicultural.in nature.

Although not all schools might be embued with all of the preceding

characteristidS; SUffidient examples Of them will be present at

sufficient numbers of schools such that the "multicultural schooling

milieu" becomes a useful concept.

To provide for the needs of students from such diverse backgrounds

and experiences requires that schooling be effective and equitable for

all students. The goal becomes two-fold: (1) quality schooling

9



expetiences based on characteristics of effective schools and effective

instructIbn; and, (2) equal access by-all-ttUdents to these quality

schooling experiences. If equal access to grueli-ty-educaion is

available, then students should demonstrate competent participation and

high achievement.

TheCiimponents of equitable schooling opportunity are depicted in

.

Figure 1. As conceptualized here, Equitable Schooling OpportUnityiS

Provided when two major dimensions of schooling are present:

(1) Equality of Effectiveness in terms of the characteristics of

effective schools Atd effeCtive-instruction; and (2) Equality of

Structure in terms of how inStructional and social goals infOrM bdth (a)

activity strii (i.e.; how instruction is organized at the classroom

level and hOW other schooling experiences are organized at the school

level); and (b) task_and institutional demands which are inherent in

activity structures and to which students must respond.

When these two major dimensions are present in the organization and

delivery of appropriate schooling experiences, then students are provided

equal access to schooling. Participation in schooling experiencescan be

evaluated: (1) by OtsetVing the characteristics of competent

participation, or the manner in which students respond to task and

institutional demands, and (2) by observing the achievement of

instructional and social goals; through tests of academic achieVetent or

observation of pro - social behavior.

Eadh of the components of equitable schooing opportunity is

.described in the following

16



Figure 1. Components of eibitable schooling opportunity
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Equality of Effectiveness,

The first component of equitable schooling opportunity requires that

schools ensure the presence of characteristics of effectiveness along t

'dimensions: (1) school effectiveness and, (2) instructional

effectiveness. Both dimensions'build from research into those factors

ihai need to he,present if students are to perform better than ordinarily

ekpected on tests of academic 'achievement; primarily in reading, writing,

and mathematiCs. In utilizing this information, at least two caveats

need to be observed.

First, "effectiveness" in both bodies of research is defined by 4..

single measue, the' performance of students on tests of academic

aChievement: Usually, these are tests which focus on basic skills,

reading and mathematics. Thus,effeCtiveness is determined by student

achieVement of- instructional gods only. One c n only speculate about

how this definition of effectiveness ielates to the attairimenifof social

goals .such as the successful "integration students of various races,

the primary goal of school desegregation effortS.1.'

Another criticism of 416 definition of effectiveness is that

performance usualay._ /
nas-.been based on'mean.or average scores for a given

classor student body (Madaus'et al., 19860:;: As stichi they,reflectthe

same OtOblems of aggregation, and loss of.detail that any mein score
.

_

presents. ThUs, some critics, claim that only when one can assure
°. ..'.:,.'

..:..

all ;students along,the Continuum of a diStributfon of scores have
C. ..

. . .

iiiiiittiad in .performance can one Claim true effectiveness. Edmonds7,6.

,.k74.16--eiks0.9711).for.example,ireciiiiip.thaiseffectiverle.ssitiedefitied by,

.
..,...

.

'.

.

that

.equal gains at both the upper and- lower quartiles of students' scores on .

a distribution.



Secohd, conclusions regarding what constitutes both effective schools

_and effective instruction are based primarily on Studies conaucted at the
J

elementary schOol level.;,It is possible that the characteristics

effectiOe secondary' schools might vary:frot these.. Recent information,

however, suggests that many of these characteristics are.deScriptive of

effectiveness the secondary school levels as well (Wardi.1983);

Csveattnots4ithstanding,. information concerning what constitutes

effectiveness at the school and classroom levels cannot be discounted.

ThUS, as a first component of equitable schooling opportunity, schooling

personnel need to work to ensure that-the characteristics of these two

dimensions of effectiveness are present.

P-roviding the Characteristics'of Effective Schools

In studies of several *effectiveSchoolso" i.e., those outlier:

schools-in which student achieveMent gain (as measured by tests of
_- _ _

academic achievement) was unusually 'high, several common characteristics

were identified. In low - achieving schools, these characteristics were

not present. Further, in studieS of School "turn-a-round," when these

characteristics were inStituted, achievement scores increased; One could

then hypothesize a causal link between the presenCe of these

characteristics .of schools and instruction and high student

achievement.3

While several sources could be used to provide summary information

here, the U.S. Secretary of Education, Terrell H. Bell, has summarized

these as five factors:

1. Strong administrative leadership by the school,
principal,, especially 'in regard to instructional
matters

13
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2. A schooldlimate condudive to-learning, that iS;
a safe and orderly school relatively:free of
discipline an&vandalism problems_

3: Schoolwide emphasis on basic skills- instruction
(which entailsacceptande among the. professional
Staff that instruction in the basic skills:is the-
primary goal of the school);

4.. Teacher expectations, that alI'students;
regardless of family backgroundi can reach.'
appropriate levels of Achievement :

5. A system for monitorinTand assessing pupil
performance which is tied to instructional
ObjectiVes (Bell; 1981, p. 5)

, -

Principal as instructional leader; It is a given in the world of

school administration that the successful'operation of a schbol depends

on the quality of. the person in charge--the principal. This perceptiOn
_ . _

has been validated in the evaluations of school. innovation implementation

Halland substantiated most recently in the work of Hall & LoUcks. (1981) and

their colleagues. Generally, changes in schools eake place when the

principal supports themand encourages their implementation.

It is therefore not surprising to learn that effective schools are

those with effective principals in ,charge. Effectiven'ess here is defined
. _

in terms of the instructional leadership provided by the ncipal.

Principals of the "effective schools. diaplay;manyoft Ilowing

characteristics:

Commitment to. excellence

Good communication. skills

Facilitative of personal/Professional growth of staff

Ability to inspire and focus staff.effort

High visibility in the school:

As instructionalleader'in a school, the principal has several

leadership functions which are directly related tOassuring that the key

factors of instructional effectiveness are in place; They include:"

14



Providing appropriate staff development

PrOviing instructional support

Acquiring and allocating resources

Effective cOordination of program elements

Trouble-shooting

EffectiVe principals. devote a large percentage of working time to

instructional matters. Although they handle, adminiStrative matters

efficiently, effective principals attend to schoolclimate and quality

- 4"
struction as well, believing that these are vital'to school success.

4

While these characteristics are generally true for effective

mentary school principals, Ward (1983) found a degree of difference in

th r:ManifestatiOn among secondary schoOl_ptincipa18.- For example,' at

the secondary IeveN0 principals cannot be expected, to -know the full range

of curriculum,So they rely on department chairpersons in the subject

A areas to provide this okpertiSe. Howeveri they seem to possess similar
A

=;'skills in other areas of leadership;

M- 1 climate. In addition to providing

instructional leadership, principals are important to maintaining a safe

and orderly school environment.-They handle bAavior PrOblems

immediatelyiand provide positive and frequent communication. withthe

.parents and other adults in the community. They explicitly state

expectations for behavior and solicit agreement by all parties to these

behavioral requirements: Behavioral expectations are enforced

1

consiste ly, .although discipline measures are more likely to be

informative than punitive,

15
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. ,

Tomlinson (1981) identified as among those conditions'in schOoIs-

_
which are necessary fdit'leatnang "order and stability in,the learning

,

environment;' [and], distraction from the learning process.

t*Jgeated that learning is mare likely to result "in .atiailqUilcontext,
.

.

than.in a chadtic.onei in a distraction' -free contektItnan.in Om that

-- . -

.
,

diverts children's attention to other than the course'of instruction"
.

,

Ap.:375i. Ptihcipals convey their commitment

_.- k -
dis actions and.Interruptions:tO a:minimum.

ii
. .

Emphasis on'academid skills. The primary criterion for sdhool

effectiveness has;been better7than-exbected student performanceOn tests.

to aChievement by eutting
1

of academic achievement.', Thus, it.probably isnot surprising that

schools consideredto be effectiVe place an emphasis onl attainment of

academiciskiils .0y,their students. However, what is i ortant is that

because this emphasis is across all gradelevels at a given school, it

_

must be assumed that!thereiS general agreement amo- ng:the faculty that

attainment oUadadetid skills is an important outcome of schooling.

Profettional ataff.at effective schools do much to promote a

I. , _ . .

.

.

_ ,_

serio9sness of purpose with regard to learning. 'Instructional objectives
..

:' -7
. ...=_._

and expectations-for students are made public. Both parents and students

knowthe'requirements for;success as well as the 'Fe'sultant sanctiOnS for
t.

not completing work:or trying. Clakges begin on time, and little

A
in attending tomOninstructional_matters.time is lost'

agre4ment ha

and tesponds:

. .

t learning is important, and 4veryond knows what is eXpebted

There 4iS

accordingly.
is

_ _ _

Teacher efficacy. At an effective. school,,the

.

teachers for student performance are high. Teachers hpliee that

--
expfictatIons oi



students can reach appropriate levels4of achievement; In addition, the

are confident that they can teach all stUdentsi .regardlesSaf4thei

mily backgroUhd or,personalicharaceeristics and problems

arbgre.is; -A fifth anaracteristio-of
i '0"

effective pchools is thatof monitoring and assessing students' progress
',

in obtaining academic skills; _The staff. ofAn effective school regularly

. - .i.;

Monitors students' progresi and adjusts instruction accarding4i;' P --
j:

. . ._

Progress'isi,measured'w;ptb relation to schoalwide instructional goals

pilich have been'
.

agreed-riPOn tx-the faCulty and repiorieeregillaxly::to

students and their parent#: _Because, gbals arldekpectations are public
. .

'
. , . % - ,-

. .

and:knOwn
i

by'all concerned, and progress-is reported Qn a regular basis,
.-i . .

._.__ t _,I, & _ .:.- ' ?

help- s can afor student cn be provided an Oh4oindaStudentsasis; .*-naW ho.v
A

A--

-
. .

A

.

,Well[ they are doing atall times.-They need not wait antil a final grade

_
'-is given for a course or.class'to asSesstheir achieveMent:.

. ,

On the surface, the characteristics of effective'schoola mer,,seem
r

. <_.. -

d-simplistic. .They convey that piincipals and teachers at a given school

-
'agree upon what.theysare doing.,- ..believe they can dolkt, and work at

kgettinaoitdone in'the waysdesciibed. Declining Scores of students on

tests okacademicaChievemenr, hawever, indicate that the characteristics

of effectiVe sChools:raight not be p sent at All schools.

For purposes'of equity, schOolsiaWschooldistricts should-work

towariensuring:the.priWeribe-cif these-Characeeristicis i.n all schools'for

all,stUdenta. Their:iabsenCe Stiggests that.excellenCe in schooling

- ...opportunity hiS. not beeLn;pkovideasil

s
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10-6641d144-the-Charatteristics of Effective Instruction

Research on instruction at the elementary school level has identified

..characteristics of effective instruction. These CharaOteriatics have

emerged from the aggreglted findings of various studies and have

consistently related to increased learning g ins for students as measured:

by tests of academic achievement in reading and mathematiCs. Among these

are the following:

1. Effective teachers organize and manage instruction such that
little time is lost, in distractions, transitions from one

.activity to another, major disciplinary disruptions, etc.

2. Teachers_whO set goals and articulate them, clearly, give cleat

instruction_ with many examples and illustrations, actively 1 *:

monitor student progress and adjust instruction accordingly, and
provide appropriatefe4dback to students with regard 'to'accuiate

task completion prOdUce the greatest student academic

achievement gains in reading and mathematics.

3. Teachers' sense of efficacy is important. When teachers belieVe

that students will do well academically, and believe that they

can teach them, students consistently do well oriidatt of
academic achievement in. reading and mathematica.:57

However, there appears to be no generic teaching method. Given

different instructional'contexts, teachers use different instructional-.

strategies,to produce,Simiiar student reaUltS. Factors wirich contribute

to varying instructional contexts inclUde things such as students'

personal-,-social, and academic characteristics; the nature of subject

content' curriculum,.-and materials: and so on,

'The term most commonly used for effective instructionaI:behaVior such

44t!that described previously is"direct_instrudtion," or as Good and

,
GroUWa.(1975) term it, "active teaching." Good :(1983) has elaborated 'on -

his pteftt4tic-e for this choice of terminology. inditating that it:cotiveyp

18



interactiveness betWeen the teaCher'and the students whom the teacher :is

instructing. For this reason, it'is the preferred term fUr'use in this

paper-.

The ab-i-li-ty-to_comMunicate- clearly is the firstcomponent'of active

teaching.

The effective teacher clearly specifies:the outcomes of7instiuctiOnal

tadks and how to achieve them; OtVing -directions. aomirately, specifying

tasks and how students will kn9w when they haVe completed ihem

successfully, and presenting new information in ways Qat will make it

understood, are 'all central to ensuring that students have access. to

instruction.

A second active each,ng behavior id c

students'' enqagethent in instruc cmial-tasks. This requites conSideribie 7 ,

management of-claadroom,activity:
- .

resolving potential' distur_bancesi.-;

keeping students' attention from:wander ng, and pacing
.

;

appropriately. In addAtioh,howeVer, teachersmust Maintain their own.
-

.

task focus, iomote students' involVement in instruction, and communicate\
their belief at students can accomplish tasks succesSfulli..

A third active teaching behavior concerns 'the regulation Of,dtudenta!,

accuracy ih completing instructional tasks. EffectiVe teachers monitor
_

students' work frequently, providing .immediate feedback to ensure that

students know when they are achieving accuracy or how to achieve it

It is important to note the emphaSis here on the !mmediacy of

providing feedback. Students who are not achieving accuracy or :who are

participating in an instructional activity inappropriateR need immediate

--infOrMatiOn in-Order to alter their' strategies' or behaVior. OtherwIde.'





students run the risk of repeating inapproOriate behavior; continuing to

make thesaMe errors; or continuing 'to use ineffective strategies.

Context is dtitical to determining the appropriateness of
\

.s,truptional strategies. Classrooms vary along many instructional

%

rategies to adhieve competent student=partiCiPation in classroom
.

,

instructionak activity., I .pirticular, given that needs and learning

CharadteriStidS.Varpani0hTsUdents; effective teachers differentiate

:instruction in order to obtain similar- performance from students

(TikUndff,' 1983).. In multicultural settings; this. differentiation serves

to act as a "go-between" of the student's home culture and/or language

And:thOS0 o 'the sp ool; A description. of how effective teachers mediate

instruction is provided later in this paper.

Equality of Structure

providing equitable schooling, attention to structure is as

important as assuring effectiveness at the school and classroom levels.

0

Structure refers to the organization of activities and the rules and

Aemands inherent in them which communicate the-normative behavior

required of. students at a.school;

An obserVatiOn about schoolS is that rules Frequently are implicit

rather than explicit; embedded in the "hidden curriculum." As Postman

and Weingattner noted; "A classroom is an environment and . . . the Way

it is organized carries the burden of what people will learn from

A
it . ; .[for]" the critical content of any lei rnins-eXpet-i-ethe



Students, teachers, administrators, and other adults at a given

school represent diverse backgrounds and unique experiences,

capabilities, interests, and goals. Barr & Dreeban (1977) identified

this mix.of human chargcteristics as the single most important reason Why

instruction in schools is So much more complex than simple, dyadic,

learning which psychological principles Would lead us to believe.

Attention to the social as well as the psychological behavior of

individuals is required, for the ways in which schools and classrooms are

organized influence both achievement and friendship patterns; As Bossert

suggested, "What atUdentt are exposed to (in school] should affect what
,

they learn. Yet the Structure and inethods.uped to transmit the content

of the curriculum and to facilitate the development of required skills'

also are important determinants of learning* (1978, p. 13).

The so-called "hidden" curriculum Aeeds to be made more explicit.

School personnel need to be made aware Of what the structure of their

school and claSsroolinatruction conveysto students in'order to

determine if students are learning what i s intended. To do so requires

understanding the nature of the demands b ing created in the structure of

learning activitiesAm our schools.
_

What do students learn by 'coming to school?" How can we analyze the

structure of learning actiVities in our schools so that we know the

implicit rules,and What they reqUire of students? These,topics pre

addrebsed next.



What Students e- of School Experiences

Frequent observers of schools and What goes on in them will not be

surprised that, by and large, schools are workplaces. Studenta come to

school to work, and it is assumed that through working they are

learning; In fact, much of the rhetoric of schooling focuada on the

preparatiorrOents to assume positions, of responsibility as adult

members of the nation's work force.

Teachers and students understand. this well. Each day usually begins

with a teacher's pronouncement, "Okay, let's get to work." Students know

v

that if theyare not Working, teachers will sanction them to "get back to'

work." gyen When Students do not understand what it is ttiey are supposed

to be doing, they Apparently are fully aware of a teacher's expectations

and try to appear as though they are working in order notto draw the

teacher's sanctions.

"Going to school" is a socialization process requiring'a student to
at=.

learn-a new repertoire, of behavior that is very different from what wAS

reed at homew In a sense, what one learnaat,school ,links what one

d at home with what one will need to know to be competent as an

adult.-This process of socialization is accomplished by establishing and

reinforcing social norms, or principles of conduct. As Dreeban observed,

"Schooling contributes to pupilb' learning what. the norms aree accepting

them, and acting according to them" (Dreeban, 1968, p. 27).

What are some of the norms we learn at school? Bidwell (1972)

suggested that there are two major types: technical Socializatioh and

moral Socialization. Tecthiical socialization is "developing intellectual



to organize them," while moral socialization is acquiring "values and

goals for conduct," learning to'be "responsive to moral rules" while

gaining "a view of the world as a moral order" (Bidwell, 1972, p. 1).

To contrast what is learned at home and what is learned at school,

consider the differences' between'how a child. is required to operate in

these two environmentS.HAthome, a Child may call upon others for help,

while school tasks typically require that one learn to work
,

independently, be self-reliant, accept responsibility for one's own

behavior and the consequences thereof, and differentiate between when it

is all right to mirk with or to help others and when it is wrong to do

so. At home, children are motivated to achieve through nurturance, while

in schooli, achievement is obtained by pitting children against some

standard of excellence, and.frequently.against each other;

:At hoMei children may work and play alone if they wishieven when

among other children. SChool, however, is a time when children learn to

behave as part of a "collectivity of individuals" who, according to

Schlechty,'"begin to function in ways that suggest the development of

grdilp life" (1976, p. 64).
60

Students learn two important principles which may be at odds With

home learning as they learn to function as members of a collectivity:

universalism and specificity, or the right of others to treat [students]

as members of categories often based on a few discrete characteristics

rather than on the full constellation of them representing the whole

individual".(Dreeban; 1968,.p. 28);

Potential conflict between the norms operating at home and those at



understand the implicit rules and demands inherent in the structure of

schooling activities; The rules of discourse(l.e., how one interacts

and communicates with others) at home and at schooil irly be very

different; Both Philips (1972) and Mehan (1979) found that when

classroom. instructional-actiVity was organited bUild upon knowledge of

-the home rules of discourse and.sought: to Make the demands for Student

participation consonant with them, Student achieVeMeht increased.

Tikunoff (1983) illuStrated hoW this principle Operated in classrooms for

limited English proficient Students.

Analyzing tivities

How can one analyze the structure of activities at a School to

understand the rules that are in operation and what demands are being

made on student participatibn? Conversely, how can one,organize

schooling activities that-convey ,precisely the intended rules 'andAemands

upon student participation? These are the two 'tasks of structuring

equitable, schooling opportunities.

The structure of 'schooling experiences is depicted in Figure 2.

Schooling experiences build from two kinds of goals--instrmctional goals

and social goals. These cari be equated With the two types of

socialization which Bidwell (1972) claims are the aims of schools.

Instructional goals are thoae Which delineate what,acadeMic 'learning

is expected to result from participating in schooling activities. These

usually-are transmitted through behaviorally-stated learning objectives

and form the basis for the curriculum. According to BidWell, they
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Figure' ,2, Structure of schogin ex erieices
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Social goals,on the other hand, usually are unstated except in

global terms such as "good citizenship," "cooperation" or "assuming

responsibility for one's actions. They seek moral socialization, or as
_f

Bidwell suggested; learning the_ values and rules of conduct which lead to ,

an understanding of tneworld as a "moral order."

Instructional andpocial goals inform the way in which schooling

experiences are Organized and structured; as activity structures:

(BOSSert, 1978) As conceptualized here, instructionaliCtiVity,May vaiy.

along several dimensions of activity structures: (1) work content; or the

sublect.matter.and related, skills or knowledge to be applied and

acquired, (2) .-composition ofthe:woik groups, (3) the amount; And quality

of division of labor :among a group that is required in.oider to complete

taSks, (4) student options aVailable for_taak completion, like the, or0er

in'which parti:CUlar taaka:Mybe completed., pacing of time among a
.

- .

.

.

.,
variety of tasks,

.

procedures or Materials to be used, etc., (5) the

nature of the teacher' evaluation of students during their'involvement

in-Pchooling:eXperiencesi
e.s.r;;;the

vubliCness/privateness of evaluation,

.

information sources used to arrive at evaluation, focus of evaluation

(whether. aCademic or behavioral), etc.,!(6)_ the' interdependency of task

completion and factorssuch as availability of materials, pace at which'

others work, teacher's instructions, etc., and (7) the language-of

instruction as it affects the outcome of particiPation in instructional

,r-- .

Inherent in activity structures are two, kinds of demand

institutional demands and task demands. To be perceived by the teacher

mn,m* relmrInna1-_n



Institutional demands. involve explicit and implicit rules, norms, and

protocol. within whiCh:a student.is expected to function: When, as in the

case Of a white , middle -class child,. school and family norms and _

.expectationa are very similar, institutional demands of the school ar4

accommodated with little diffiCulty by the child. If, on the other hand,

,

the school andfamilyrcultural norms and expectations are very difUrent,

a school's institutional. demands may pose serious difficulty for a child,

Lisarticularly.if they are implicit and "hidden" from.the child;
-

Inititutidonal demands are depicted in Figure 3 as classrbom.and school

rules and. schooling, ,.familyi cultural, and societal 'norms and

expectations.

Task demands are of two typesresponse-Mode-demands and

interactiona1 -demanda. Response mode demands are those that require a

Student to, use both cognitive (information processing) skills, and motor

(physical manipulation) skills; Interactional demands-require specific

:person-to-person communication skills, such as working alone (or with

others), obtaining feedback or
;P

clarification concerning tasks, staying

engaged in appropriate activity, etc. These are the demands which

require a student to learn the tasks of being a member of what Schlechty

(1976) called a "collectivity of individuals."
/ . .

Using this.scheme of the structure of schooling experiences,, one can

analyze existing activity 6tructures (1) to determine what institutional

and task demands are being made on students,' (2) to-determine.whether

those demands are consistent'with the instructional and social goals of

the school, and (3) to:plan activity structures which will create
. ,



intended institutional' and task demands. ToWard accomplishing thiS

possibility, more in-depth information for the dimensions of activity.

structures' and their inherent demands is provided.

Activity Structures and Their Inherent-DemandS

The term, "activity,"tfretwently is used in curriculum and

instruction to mean what it is that students do or to identify the

various work components of a classroom. Such terms as "seat work,"

"reading groups," and "oral reports" come to mind when thinking About

instructional activity from the curriculum perspective. Bowever, from

the perspective of sociologists, "activity" conveys a meaning which is.

both broader and more specific.

For sociologists, activity is tied to something people do as work,

usually together. Breer & Locke (1965), in studying what people learned

from work activity, suggested that working on any. task causes a person to

develop "certain beliefs, values, preferences specific ,tothe taskAtself

which over time are genefalized to other areas of life" (p. 22);

In examining this social phenomenon, Dreeban first coined the term,

"activity structure," to include the following properties; (1968, p 44):

(1) Tasks, constraints, and opportunities available within
social settings vary.with the structural properties o
those_ settings.

.

(2) Individuals who participate in those tasks, constraints,
and opportunities derive principles of conduct (norms)
based on their experiences in coping with them.

(3) The content of the principles varies with the setting.
ek.;
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Thus, it is the repetition of certain patterns of behav4pr,

responding to demands embedded in tasks and rewarded by achievement and

success, which generalize snob patterns to other, similar task situations

(Tikunoff:& Ward, 1979).

According to Bossert (1978), the components of an activity strudture

include:

1. The modes_of behavior which constitute,the activity itself
2. The reward structure embodied in the aCtivity
3. The. sequencing of rewards or punishments in relation to

behavior
4; The collective character of the activity; for example,

numberof people involved, internal division of labor,
choice'of behavioral options

5. the nature of social relations in an activity- (pp. 11 -12)

- From these components. Tikunoftet al; (1980) proposed seven

dimensions of activity structures which are useful for determining ,the

demands being made upon Students. The. student pdpuIatiOn under study was

multiethnolinguistic, making these partidularly 'useful for analyzing =

equitable schooling opportunity. While the discussion here is at the

individual classroom level, the principles can be extended to apply at

,
the sdhool level as well.

1. Content of the work. Labels for various types of work convey'

very different messages. ."Football," for example, differs from "mowing

_

these two .'

s considered

the grass" in the expectations" one might have in approaching

task.g.- One might be considered to be play, while the other

to be work:

So it is with school subjects., "Reading" conveys a different setOf

.
-

task expectations for students than "physical education" or



institutional and task demands will be Made upon:them. ':Reading,' for

example, is a basic skill and therefore will require far more academic

effort than woodworking, which requires miare manual dexterity anda

willingness to obey safety rUlea.. Reading s serious usiness;

working is fun. I ding is work; so:is woodworking, but at least one

has something to-show fqr women finiShed.

_
Students quickly learn'we0 distinguish when work content is more

serioU8 and when it is less serious; They adjust their behavior

accordingly, primarily because they understand the institutional demands

attendant to the Various subjects offered in School. Over the years, of

sChoolinq, theSe expectations are confirmed by the actual experience of

participating in the instructional, activity for each content area. The

less successful one is at a given sort of task, the more likely it is to

be perceived as hard to do,-something at rhich one is less than

suCCessful, and, in short, works

2. Group composition. Two Critical questions are at stake in this

dimension' of activity structure. Firatc who gets to work in a group with

f

whom, for what content or purpose; and'how frequently or over what period
I

of time? SeCond, how doda hoW one is "grouped" serve to define who one

tsi In other words, dd-Wd label children wheh we place them into groups.

and unintentionally communicate expectations about theirability to

perform? .Ando by taking a child into 'a particular group, do we

_ .

unintentionally limit the options that may Otherwise be available? What

are the mestages communicated to students'by how they are grouped, and

how do the demands on their participation vary given the grouping

mrnroanra?



'these are serious questions to ask of aschooling practice that has

been in existence almost as long as'schools themselves. The assignment

f students to groups takes .place at many levels in a school. First_of

all, students are_ass' to classes. At the elementary'school level,

they may4OD assigned to asiOgle teacher forthe entire year. At the

secondary leVel, however, they may be assigned to a minimum of.six or

.

seven teachera each semester. Within classes, teachers frequently group

students for various activities. .A*AeVen within Student groupsi

students may group tneMselves into smaller. work Units;

Pnilosyphies.regarding grouping vary across schools and school

,- districts,' bUt they generally fall into two categories: those who

advocate4leterbgeneous groups (mixed ability levels) and those who

advocate homogeneous groups (similar ability level): Research on

rli

A

grouping has met with mixed reactions, probably alo lines of these two

philosophical opposites. NevertheA,. it is important,to consider the

'results themseIVes In order to understand the implications of rouping 4n,
.

schools, particularly in terms ofProviding equitable schooling-
L.

opportunity.'
,

For example, Rist (1973) studied a group of_Black kindergarten

children, whose teacher also happened to be Bladk. By the eigHth day of

school in the Fall, the children had been,pIaCedinto three learning

groups- The teacher's, grouping criteria were in themselves interesting.

Those with older siblings who had attended the same school were more

likely to be placed in the lower learning group. They were joined by

children who weredarker in color than the others, spoke substandard,
2



7.

English, wore hand-me-down clOthes, or smelled' iinClean;" In,th4irit

grade, the three groups remained intact. nd beceme;the hree reading

,

groups: the 'Tigers (nign=ability) the Cardinals:(meditml-ability)'.0::end.

the Clowns (loW=ability). By: the second,grade:whebihey were

_

interviewed, Students remained. intact inthe'three_groups with thd

exception of one boy who had been moved from the Tigers to the Catdinals.

because, as the teacher explained, ;"Tigers are'neet, and he's not Rist

interviewed the children, andlita that Clowns coUldtell him What

pleased the,teacberA"Tigers are the teacher's favorites"Y andwhat

displeased the. teacher ('"Anything the ClOWns do!").

This example ie wortb,dwelling upon precisely because it provides

dramatic evidence of grouping practices that unintentionally set into

motion the so-called self-fulfilling prophecy: The belief about one's

self baseci,on others' perceptions across time, causing one to bebave

accordkng to what one believeS are the expectations of others (Merton,

I957. As BrophY (1982) obterved, "Differential teacher treatment of

students, based on inaccurate perceptions and expectations may imp4ci.

'stOdent eelf-petdeptiOhe'and achievement ".

Other researchers provide additional evidence. Bossett (1919), for

example, found that who belonged to Which groups in the classroom

-
extended among young childrento. who played with whombn the playground

and in their neighborhoods. Those in low-ability groups

'-

interacted in play with those in high-ability groups.

Seldom

Good (1,982) found that students in low-ability reading groups in the

early grades received very little challenge, thus perceivingHthemeelves

to be unable<3::1. In addition, a long-range result of interacting



mostijrequently with-only other students of low-ability in such groups

4.,/as an inability'tb.respond'to thedemands of more complex:activity

structures. Ironically, Good pointed out that the very strategy used to

presumably:help low7ability youngsters withtheir reading

problems--poll-Out programs in'whioh teachers worked with small groups of

these students outside the regular classroom--exacerbated the problem;

Demands in the special reading groups were very different from those in

the regular classroom and at a much lower level of complexity, so'',
. .

low-ability students were not learning to respo dto high level demands

that:would help them participate competently in their regular classrooms.

The impact of grouping practices 13 secondary schools, in particular, !

how students get assigned to separate. Curriculum tracks, further limits

the options available to them later.as.adults preparing ford the working,

force. Kirst (1983) and his colleagues have been investigiting'tracking

procedures at several high schools. They found great variation in' the

standards applied and.decisions made about students' course sequences._

Generally; students placed in lower tracks had fewer challengea andfewer

course,, ptions; Those schools with high involvement of parents and

students in making tracking decisions; howeveri made for'more positAve
e

learningisitUatiOns;

Alexander.et al: (1978) found that students in low - ability; ticks e

received markedly different and less expliciti lesd challenging. forms of

instruction in their classes when compared with the classes of gher
j,

abilitystUdents. Confrey & Good (in progress), studying seventh-grade

---
, f_ S' 'Eng4sh and mathematics classes, found that low-abilitylstunents received

instruction that was fragmented in terms of content, oftim'mystifying to

the utudentsi repetitious in terms of Skills covered,, and containing.jow

quantities of theory, so that ntudents'soldom were frxposed to,410411(

rr e
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powerful or integrating mathematics concepts. Lanier et al. (1981)

confirmed the emphasis on repetitious drill in Iow7ability:c Ssses when

.::

::Compared to high-ability algebra classes. In addition, they found that

.. -,
teachers explained the,Purpose,of.:whatthey.Were learning to low-ability

students far less often than'to highability students. In multicultural

situations, there is some evidence to*, indicate,that minority students are
.

disproportionately represented in the lower-ability track!..(U.S

Commission on Civil Rightd, 1975).

Information frOM thete and other studies suggests that many.qUeStione.

need to be addreSsed to grouping practices in, schools. particularly when:

the objective is to.ptovide equitable schooling opportunity for all

.

students, it would appear;that :grouping practices might result instead in

.g.'_

vthe very inequities schooling practitioners are trying to resolve..

3.:Division of labor. An enduring argument among schooling

,practitioners is the degree to which sthoold promote indepepdence among

students rather than collaboration.

Wheh a schooling expetience demandd that students work independently,

t-e properties of competition are more likely to be in operation. On the

c.

o6her hand, When a schooling experience demands that students work with

in'order to accomplish tasks, the properties of collaboration

are more likely to be in operation.. The differencein the deManda of a

competitive activity structure Sh collaborative one is the degree to

which an indiVidual piece of . .labor must be diVided among several persona

fOr the purpose of its completion. Hence, thi*dimension o1 activity

_

structure is referred to as division of labor.
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The two structures iirbddbeveri4ifferent,behavior. Sayles (1958)

..:1,found that"Theinternai structuring or work operations_ . . affects
_ . .

. _

Signifibantly.the behavior' .characteristics of a,group. That is, the

relations between members prescribed by the flow of work processes are a

critical variable shaping the internal social systems of a group"

(p.' 42). According to Bossert (1979), "These variables account for

'differendes: group conedipp,_interdependence [or indePendence] among

members, and the propensity.oflroup action" . 5).

If one is Go participate successfully as:an:adult in society,

ipiistlearn:(1) the bonditions'under_which independent behavior orx .

collaborative behavior are required and (2) to respond appropriately..

The question that sch ling tiraCtitioners mustaddreas inrelation to

this dimension of activity structure is, "When are students involved in

schooling experiences that will teach them independence,;and when are

they inrAved'inIsphooling: experiences that will teach them

collaboration?"

An examination of the extent to which divition of labbr is required

-
in schools reveals a-perplexing situation. On the one hand, a frequent

goal of schools is producing stu tints capable of both independent and

collaborative behavior. Yet, due tothe way schooling experiences are

organized, Ott is likely that students will learn only independent

behavior.
6

For example, textbooks are issued to each student, who is

independently responsible for covering the material assigned. Students

are given individual worksheets and desk assignments, take' tests and
./.

examinations individually, and receive rewards (grades) or punishment

q6anciiono) individually. If one were promotingcollaborative behavior

instea0, the demands would be very different. Worksheets and other
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assignments would be designed such that labor was divided in completing

tasks. Each studerit would be 'responsible for only a portion of a reading

assignment and would be required to teach the others the contents of that

portion. GroupS would be formed to learn a particular concept or to

develop an area of expertise which they would then be responsible for

teaching to all others in a class. Measurement of accomplishment would

be on group success, rather than on individual performance, and rewards

(or sanctions) likewise would be-based on group performance.

This example is presented for illustrative purposes only. Obviously,

economy of effort must be taken into consideration when designing

schooling experiences, and there are many areas of learning which require

independent effort. Granted that this is the case, the question for

schooling practitioners then becomeS, °"1.7ben and how do schooling

experiences dgeate demands to Which7dtt;dentscan only. respond with

behavior that will eventually teach them the skills of collaboration?"

Perhaps as important is a second question, "Are:some students more

likely to learn under conditionswhich promote collaborative b4havior

rather than under conditions which promote independent behavior?" A.

frequent observation of researchers is that therules cif discourse in

some cultdles require or allow collaboration in learning tasks,

particularly among siblings. The Hispanic Students in Tikunoff (1983)

and. his colleagues' study worked in pairs as a natural activity in ifieli

.

,-
.

.

classrpomsi helping each other with assigned to ks; Flavin (1980) and

his colleagues have been interested in this process; and have in fact

designed curriculum with detand8 that require students to collaborate in

order to complete tasks. Schooling practitioners must routinely teach

the skills of both independence and collaboratiOn.
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It is not a matter of either independence or. collaboration. Students

should be required to respond to deMands which.wilfteach them the skills

of both. Opportunity for development of both skills must be included

daily throughout the entire school -ing experience, since learning skill8

spehas these requirs4frequent repetition. Ultimately, if only the

Skills of one or the other--independence or collaboration--are taught,

equitable schooling opportunity is not being provided.

4. Student-choice-options. A frequently stated public expectation

is that students will develop a sAse of responsibility; Generally,,this

-

is interpreted to mean that, as a result of their schooling eXperiences,

students will know how to choose from among opticins, including what the

consequences of their choices might be. They will accept tasks which

have been assigned to them, and will feel a sense of duty to see that

.

they atre completed. At the optimum, they.will be inner-motivated, often

achieving accomplishment beyond required work or the expectationsof

others.

As with other dimensions of activity structure, one must ask, "What

are the demands in schooling experiences which require that students

respond with behavior characteristic of assuming responsibility for one's

.own'ilearning?" Basic to responsible behavior is the ability to-make

decisions. Yet, an examination of the typical schooling experience

suggests that.students more frequently are expected to. respond to

prescribed directions rather than_to make decisions on their, own.
c

One w y to demand that stunts accept the responsibility for choices'

they make

schooling

is to provide them with options from which to choose. Within

experiences, student options can be structured into activities

in at least se en ways. These build from the work ofBotasert (197 . -.and

\
,Tikunoff et al. (1980). They include:
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Order: n whatorder will prescribed tasks-be CoiriRldted?

PoSSibaities range from prescription by the teacher of a'

Sequence in which tasks must be completed (no optiohs), to

complete' freedom by.the student over the order in which\

tasks may = be completed (many-options):
, - .

Ae

ii -Pacing SoW much time optimally must be devotedto
,

complete>a task successfully and with high accuracy? In

some' sitnatiOn60 pacing may.need to be Completely. under

'control of the teacher; no student May-Moveto the next

might be ne Eitiable,
task untilgivenjntructions to!'dOT SO. In other

Situations, however, pacing
particularly if 'several tasks are under way concUrrShtly.
In this:case'. an underStanding must_exist.oftheOptimal
time.one cah_spend on a task and thetiMe by:Whenjtis_
expeCted to be.cOmpleted.Many teachers increase'options
in this area by negotiating with students contracts, hich

inOlOge, among_dtheri?things the time inwhich ataskwill
beladdatipliShed. : . ., , -

P- roducts: Dbed everyone have tb.produce the same prOdUCW,
there'some latitude for choice

ItosSibilitied?7 Frequently, the product is e*pected to OS'

thSsame for all.students (e.g., knowing the multiplication:,

tableS)__This isvarticularly, true for instruction in:the

tia-Sid skills. In many othpr areas of the burridUlUM;:±

1i6wever products may'rangk from book reports_to lengthy

'term papers. Giving the 'instructional objective and
requiring that students select frOm,a range of choices,

product that will demonstrate that the objettiVeS have been

met; offers an unusual challengeifor_StUdehtS. In

additioni _options for product selectitin provide students

.

with experience in.producing a variety.bf products

Strategies: Are there. multiple, that

will achieVe the. same jnstrUctiCnal.outcome? so,

offering students opportunities to'select from among' them

foliters responsibility while- increasing the likelihood that

instructional objectives will be.schievedi' Students are

more likelYto usejearning strategies that are more

,consonant with -their own learning StkleS4 Strategies can

;:ange froM working independently, to working in palm,_to,
working in groups of three:or more. TKey can alscilWalUds
hOW to accomplish a tas1Wwhat procedures 'to use,
draw upon asiresourcSG (or whom td tutor in an area.one
knows Well)i and so forth4

:Frequently allusions are, made among schcbling practitionets

,to the differences in learning styled that may exist among

studenis from differenthome cultured. 'Offering multiple

learning strategies for achieving_the same instructional,

Outcomes-might accommodate many of. thesSAifferences.
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Public- participation: Does everyone have to participate in
an instructional activity, and if so, is participation
expected to be:public?,:PuOl c participation in recitation

, is a frequent !tet'ivity in cl!ssrdoms: "Reading cirCles, or
reading eloudi. reciting the, times tables, or respotding.to
the teacher's math-probIems,_either at the seat or at the
"dhalkboard;giving oral:repoas; pronouncing or ,iPelling

.0, -

. e

,
twrdsiinsweiing the teacher's questions; these are but a'
few examples of such instructional.activities common to

- classroom learning. They contain two demands with
..

potential,for conflict for studentdfrom minority home
cultures: (1) they require that students perform
individually-in public and (2) they require that students
reveal; the extent of their knowledge about,La subject.

,

.These two seemingly.innotu66s;demanda may present problems
for students from_some MinoritycUl/tures.. In many = tive°.
American cultures for example, the individual id eVer
singled.out in publid for any reason/ so teachers use
recitation strategiee such-as_wHble7group recitat on, where
eveiYonereads aloud at_once or cabs Put-an- answer as a
group_(GoOdman et al., 1981) . #nd,'it-sometimes is
considered rude to "show-off" one's-Adwledge in other.
cultures. Cultural norms'stich.'es these should be
considered when designing activitiesi.,

41, :Materials: Is a single textboOktie Sple4source of
information, or are many, soutces7:49dMateriali available?
Are students given options asHto7Wpich materials they *ill
use aeen informiitiOn source? JlultiplesOurces of
information allow teachers to prOvide for the varying
learning capabilities, personal nterests.; and_other
strengthS of the students in a. given cless. Similarly, ihe
availability Cofsa;Wide :range of materials;increasesthe
experiential options for_studentd..A:freqUentcriticism of .

schpols:perceiVed to be_less'effectiveis the limited
availability_of-materials. Inasmuch aeschooldidtridt
budgets'-:are impacted 'by purchases .ofitstructional
materials, Aaeciekon to commit:funds must build from sound.

-
rato iOnale for their.need.

. _.
api4222; Is it policy, that only English is Usedfor
instruction, or may a studentle,native languages -be used
(particularly,if eteacher_ie'fortnnate to.possesethat.
language as a*resburce)? This issue relates not only to
:instructional settings whichare!officiallybaingual
education claSses,,,:but to those.Wherein another student may
be bilingual but the teacheris not.,., If students do tot:1,-X
understand:English terminology, they cannot be expectedt8:.
participate competently in instructional activities.;_
Often; the availability of, a secondlanguage?eccomplishes
the immediate necessity of translation, wHich,in tart'
allows a student to continue.with a task. .Tikunoff (1983)
found- that the ability of a teach_ er to'providettliS
translation fundtiOdcontributed to developing -a student's
English:proficiency [
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Modeof-tedebet-evaluatrion. What' if the purpose of . evaluation in

a.clatsroom? Is it accomplished publicly or. rivately? What is the

focus of evaluation,;and who receivea the

'v1;14

These are questions which examine the core of a major classroom activity.

Evaluation-is an ever- present feature of clasaroom life. Jackson

(1968) illustraied,its importance to a student:

teacher's evaluative Comments?

Every child experiences the Pain of failure an4 'the

joy of success long before he reaches school age, but
his achievements, or lack of them, do not really
beOome official until he enters the classroom. From

then on, however, a semi - public record of his progress
gradually Accumulates, and as a student-he must,learn

to adapt to She continuedcand pervasive ,spirit Of.

evaluation that will (laminate his schOO years.

(p. 1-9)

wr

Dreeban (1968) suggested that universalism and specifigity were two

principlea that children learn as a function of schooling, and BidWell

(.1972) identified moral socialization as one important outcome of

schooling. All three outcomes result from the process of 'students

defining.themSelves by accumulating 4hforMatitrdbOUt::h0* they. are

perceived by others:

A major source of this information is the ieaCher, who constant

interacts with students, monitoring th-ir work and proviAng feedback.

It is the students however, who .detertaihea_the:COnsequerces, of feedback.

Students perceive, feedbadk-tO'be either pOSitive or negative, eValuating
i

their perforMande.in the classroom.:)As a general operating principle,

acedeMiCfeedbaCk which seeks to achieve accuracy is osIteivad as
, -

whilefeedback regarding one'h heh4VitikiS usually ParCeived as

r

b?ing critical about who we are rather than abo4t.'What. wpare'ai,teppting

,
to accomplish;
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It is important that the; teacher perceive the student as a competent
. .. ,

.. . .

participant in the educational process. This is because the teacher's

perceptions'ofthe studentq competence will color the feedback* both'
..:,'

verbal and ndnverbal0 given to the.student.

41, Teacher§ are in a vulnerable position with respect: to evaluation.

Order must.lot maintained in a classroom or instructiomfeannot take

4
place. Yet to obtain order, teachers frequently must sanction students

.to get them backon-task. gffective teachers manage classroom

instructional activities such that behavioral disruptions are minimal and

easily resolved. Those w4o are less effective in managing their classes

may obtain unintended consequences,from their evaluation methods.

There are five aspects of clagaroom evaluation which operate

structUrallY, according to the works of-Jackson (1968), Dahlia (1971),

andjlosaert (1919). How these are manifested becomes critical to

.

a4Cbessfully obtaining eq itable. schooling opportunity. They include:

The-publicne ,italuation: Is evaluative information
for An individual student- presented so that everyone in
class can hear? Or is: it private, either in written form,
conducted in,a- ,private place, °whispered so that only the
target studentcan hear it?

The_focus_of-evaluation: What is being evaluated: academic
work, student participation in instructional activity, or
students' personal characteristics? (And,one can add, how
do we know which of these is perceived by a'student to be
the focus of evaluation?)

The recipient of evaluation: Who is being evaluated: an
individual' student, a group of students, or the entire. ;
class?

.,..' .

. _
'The quality-Of evaluation: Lp'emphasis on Ooaktive or
negative aspects? Is evaluation comparable o'
noncomparable(topthers, O to some-gtherstandard)?.

. .

.The',1anguage_of-evaluation: th_bilingual'instructional
."-etings,whi0 language is used for evaluative '..

statementsgngliah or _a stUdehtla;native language?. .Which
:4angud gbis.uied. most frequently for-praise, and which for

.

sanctions? - , --, -,- .- -

'..-.43.':
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Evaluation in the form ofpublid statements madeby the teacher pr
*

other superl4sing adult is an important issue in obtaining. equitable

schooling opportunity. What information we have suggestS that teachers

. more frequently give feedback concerning student deportment to

low-achievers and feedback concerning academic-progress to high-achiever8

(Blumenfeld a al., 1979; Good, 1983); In multicultural settings, some

research suggeSts that students of minority cultilres receive behavidtal

sanctions more frequently than those of majority cultures (U.S..
. .

Commission on Civil Rights, 1975). Given this evidence, schooling

practitioners would be wise to investigate 'their evaluation 'practices and

* to strive for equity in their. use.

Interdependenty of factors on i4dek-d6001etion; DO any of the

-

dimensions of actillIty structures presented so far'determine whether or

.

not a student can work independ- tly? Frequetly conditions require

that students are 'dependent upon others (or others are dependent upon

them) (a) to perform certain. Abpdjots of a task, ;(b) tqlinish using

materials, or (c) to wait for further information from the teacher. In

addition, independence can,be curtailed by work)b_ ntent, group

composition,. and the amount of collaboration required. _Inteidependenty

of factors is an important consideration in designing schooling

experiences since one can inadvertently cancel one. demand ri another,

or cause demands to.be in conflict, by the way in whichone c )trtctS

task,completioh requirements. For ,assuring equitable schooling

opportunity, one needs to be certain that the interdependent nature of

these demands is undekStOod.

7. Language of Lnattuotion; The final dimension of activity

ructure is important primarily to teachers involved in bilingual

edUcatiOn programs. In a bilingual instructional setting,. the language

42
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t

used by the instructor is an .important:structuralfeature. Numerous

messages regarding acceptable forms of' communication and a student's

.status within the class are projected by the language used for

instruction. Alternation betVieeEnglish and a student's. native language

,also conveyd messages about how: that student may function in the class,
.;t

0:'

as well as whether or not, it is acceptable:touse one langua0 inste04 of

the other; In addition, teachers need to take care that use of one

language or the other in the variety of situations suggested by the

It
activity structure does not convey negative evaluation.;

The seven dimensions of activity,structure presented here are

intended to serve as tools of analysis for determining whether or not, the

demands inherent in the organization of schooling' experiences are

appropriate. It also should be possible:'to use th is information to'

construct schooling experiences which contain the demands required for

.obtaining equitable schooling opportunity_for all students; '

The examplesused were directed toward instructionjn the cIassr9om;

''Many of a student's experiences, however, occur between classes, in the

halls and on the playgrounds of a school; The same elements of activity

structure should provide information about the demands being potentially

required of students in out-of-class activities. The study Of the impact;

of these experiences upon students in terms.of,:effectiveness, is Only

beginning. Until we have better information, these dimensions of

activity structure provide a start.
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Mediation of lnstruction

, J

So4ar. in thisdiscussion, tneAimensions of e9uipableadhooling

oppOrtunityequaIity of effectiveness and'eqUalitY'.0f Strupture-7.can

ai. ,
.

.A

apply generally to:any schoolsetting.to deterMitid'if minimum

.

4: ) ;i .

requirements have been established to ensure equal access to schooling.,
. t

,

experiences by all stUdenta. Whenschriola drinta,fn among ther population,

large numbers of siudents froM a variety of ethnolinguistic and cultural

backgrOunds, however; consideration Must be given to adjusting the

organization and delivery of instructional experiences.,

Eftective teachers accompliV1 this by,differentiating'instruction Co

accommodate the Varying needs -and warning haracteristics of 'their

students. Both their Owninstruct.iona,Ahavior and.the structure of
..,

,-...
_ -,.,,

instructional activity..are al in order to accommodate their

.students' particular learning characteristics and needs, personal or

cultural tharacteiisticsi. and linguistic characteristica. In essence,

they have Rediatedbetween-effective instriietional ptinciples and their

students' 'particular characteriatica in-order to obtain competent

participation in instructional activity and similar instructional
A A

consequences fortall_theit' studenta.

'Mediation

strategy when

of instructiOn"i-

classrooms

or ethnoiinguiatid

are

patitularly importahinstKUCtiona1
_

comprised of students from; varYingultural

li
baCkgrOuhds; A recent study; the,Significant

BilingOal IhattU6tiOnal Features ,(SBIF) descriptive study(TikUhOff,
_

. i

1983); showed llow er4/11, was accomplished for the effective instruction of
.'

limited English proficient (f.EP) students (see Figure 3). Becaubs'thelr
;

students had as their native lar nguage (L1) 'a language ,other than
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than English, their second language (L2), the 58 teachers in this sample

mediated_Obth the organization (structure) and delivery (effective .

instruction,-otaCtive teaching) component's of eqUitable schooling

experiences in the following. ways.

Instruction

The language of classroom instruction is a special language. For

students, it requires understanding not only new concepts and new

information, but also knowing the rituals of classroom life and hOw to

participate competently in instructional activity. Competent student

participation in instructional activity requires decoding an4 t,

understanding task demands and expectations and obtaining feedback

regarding accuracy in tasks and how to achieve it. When the primary'MOde,

for instruction is English, LEP students'arata decided disadvantage.

a sense, they are denied access to instruction:unless some provision

is made to ensure that they understand what is required.

One way that teachers in the SBIF descriptivestudY. mediated
4,1

effective instruction in order to ensure that: LEP students had acceatirtO

instruction was by using LI. Aome of the.time'for'some of the students.'

Although it varied across sites and Across grade levels, EngliikwaS Used

for instruction apppoximately.60 percent of the time, and Ll (or a

combination of Ll and L2), approximately 35 percent. I'n addition,

teachers alternated languages relatively frequently when2the situation

required it in orderto achieve understanding, usually for

"instructional development" (50 percent of the time) And

"prOcedureaMirections" (about 33 percent of the time). Thus, when it

wan apparent that It GOP student (or_ a group of them) was not

understanding Instruction in English, teachers used LI toachieve

clarity.
7
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Integ-rand:: -Of--English,Language Development with.hBasic Skills

Inatructional language is used to specify, describe, and communicate

.tasks to be accomplished, what the product ts to look like, how to

. , . .

achieve the product, and so:forth. Students learn the language Of

instruction by:'dsing:it.inclisarooin instructional. tasks. Thus, l one

intended outcoMe of bilingual_ instruction is to develOp LEP students'

English-language proficiency so that they can ultimately, function

competently in monolingual-English instructional settings, then.such

proficiency is best developed through participating in instructional

activity._

Suckan approach to developing English-language acquisition was

utized by the teachers in the SBIF descriptive study. Even though "

.,.students ,received formal instruction in English-language skill

development, such as Engliah-as-a-Second Language (ESWnStructIon

(either-in-the regular claasor on a pull -out basis),.these:teacheta-alad

integrated English-language-'development with regular instruction. For

: -

example, when these teachers found it necessary:40 alteinate betWeen:

English 'and Li to achieve understanding of a concept,. they interrupted-

instruction in ordei to drill briefly on the neW English.terminology.

Later, they would practice English terminology, apparently to reinforce

English-language development.

Utilization of Ll Cultusal Information-Dusing Instruction

Teachers frequently made use of their understanding of their'

students' home cultures to promote engagement in instructional tasks.

This was the third important way in which effective instruction"Was

Teattera' uses of culturalinformation took linguistip as well
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as nonverbal forms in three ways: by responding to or using LI '

.cultUrak referents to enhande instruction, (2) ;by organizing

.instructional activities to build upon ways in whiCh their students

naturally;participate in disaioUrse in their ownilome culturei,.andA3) by

recognizing and honoring the values and norms of their students' hOme

cultures while teaching those of. the'MajoritycUlture.

Frequently, ,during

instruction teachers used information from their students' home cultures

to mediate effective inatruction; These "cultural referents" took. both

verbal and nonverbal torms to communicate instructional and institutional

demands. Teachets both initiated such behavior and responded to it when

it was initiated ity a student. An example is given in the following:

JOIlowing a severe, reprimand during' which a teacher
inscribed her behavior as -"graspingthe boy's arm0"
.the teachersaid; gently; "Nowi,mijito; you know
better than that." When asked.to explain the possible
meaning of this action on-herpart; the. teacher stated
that thiszterm of'endearment "took the sting out of
the sanction," thereby savingface for the boy in
front'orhispeers.

-
This,example-Was in a clasS:in"whiCh the Students" qativelangaage

. .
. .

,,,,.
,

.

.

.

-
(L1) 'WasSOanish:' 'TheterM,"mijito," is deriVed from "Iiiio7 (son) with

. ,- ; : ,. , .

the diminutive, :",,itOt7 added. The result; ;militO.i toOghIy:translates

into "little, son:" Among Hispanics; the term conveys. fondness and.-
. :

belongingness. 'Female teachers at the Hispanic sites frequently were

observed to assume's' maternal authority role in their cIassesspeaking

to their students A they would to their own children.' This was

particularly true in the classrooms of younger students,46 responded

positively. Many examples of the use of Ll cultural referents were found

in the study.



Or anizin instruction to build u.on --taletofdiscourse_from the Li

culture. A child who is a member of 'a family of a minority culture has

learned rules of didcourte that may be different from those of the

W36"
school. Children learn the rules of discourse of their home culture

through constant interaction with others in. their environment; This

results in the learning behaviors appropriate to various culfural"

ntexts.

e:
e rules of classroom discourse in most U.S schools;reflect thote

of the majority culture; They are communicated in the task and.--

institutional demands which underlie classroom instruction. e fact

.=that they frequently differ from some students' cultural rules of

discourse can deter these students from participating competently in
0

instruction until the Clas room rules of discourbe are Understood and

mastered by these ttUdents. :Researwhirs have 'found that when the school

environment accommodates the rules of diddbUrde from the Ll culture,

learning 'is more likely to ocTur naturally (Philips; 1972; Mehan, I979.

Teachers in the SBIP detcriptive study mediated classroom rules of

discourse for their ttudentS by observing and integrating the rules of

discourse from the. Ll culture into the way inwhich instructional

`activities were Or4anized and by how LEP students were encouraged to

participate in them. For example, in Hispanic cultures, older children

' AL o

are signed the responsibility of caring for their younger siblingt.-

I .

Thit foSters cooperation as a mode of accomplishing home tasks. In

classes where Spanish was Li, teachers utilized thit-information by

organizing.their instructionso that stddentS were frequently recluired to'
o

work cooperatiVely withlbther stUdentt.. Students were allowed to balk_

_

with each other a0i0leTworked,and to help each other with task
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,

.'completioh. Another example of using ehis mediational strStegy was

observed in the Navajo classes; Navajo teachers did not assign boys and

girls from the same tribal clan to the same reading groups since this

would be A ,violation of Navajo cultural norms.

Many such examples of observing and incorporating Ll cultural rules

of discourse into lostruction were found. Ai might be expected, these

varied fram one ethnolinguistictgroup to another.

Observing-values and norms of the Ll culture., that classroom

ules of discourse in U.S. schools are based on those of the majority

culture, it follows that the rules and norms which underlie these, and

W h\are 'inherent in a school's task and institutional demands, are

ose of the majority culture as well. Thus, students from Minority

ltUres frequently are confronted with the need to respond to classroom

instructional demands which convey values and norms that may be in

.conflict with those of the home culture;

Teachers in the SBIF descriptive study were concerned that their.

studentS understood and learned to'observe the values and norms required

to eventually participate competently in monoling6al-English

instructional settings. At the same, time, however, they:were also'?

concerned that their students not perceive. that, whe the vdkues and

-
norms Of the majority culture art in conflict wit those

'

of the home.
,'- -\_

culture, a-priority. of "rightness" might result Ir inference.

This princip16 is delActedlin the *allowing, event from a class in,

wdYA Ll. was Cantonese; - Theteacher used a alUe from the Ll culture,

embarrassment from losing face, as a cultural referent to shape students'
f

-

behavior as they prepared for a public performance. She toldher:-CiasS

they had to make a positie_present&tion of.th,ir behavior. rIf
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parents see you laugh on stage, you will lose face," She admonished;

"That's disaStrous" WhenAstudents continued to act up, she-added, "If

you're laughed at, (then) lose face!"
)

In these three ways, successful bilingual teachers in the SBIr

descriptive study mediated instruction by utilizing information from the

LI culture: For the inatructiom'of students of varying cultural

ethnOlingUistit backgrounds, similar. strategies. mediating instruction

would appear to be important to ensure'that eqUitable schooling

opportunity is provided. For example, Hawley (1982) and his col eagUes

presented a review of effective mediational strategies for the

instruction of what he labeled "children-at risk."

Student Access to Equitable Schooling opportunity

-

So far, a description has been presented of two major components

_
equitable schooling opportunity::effeCtivenss and

v

Structure; Whe

these two.components are present -at a given
4 Sch601; Schooling experienc4s

which foster equity are in place. Withrthe addition of mediation,,,of

'instruction, students should then respond appropriately, to the demailds of

the 'reSuItant,sChooling expediences. If soi they wil1,be perceived -by

teachers and'other supervising adults as participating competeritly

How can we know when students are participating competently, i.e.,

responding appropriately to task and institutional demandS? Two type's of

measures can be utilized by schooling practitioners to determine if the

instrUctiona and social goa In hoo ing experiences are being`I l 1 s be-h'-d sc

accomplished:- observationiI(oebehavioral) measures- and formal

achievement testing. Both are important because each produced a

-different kind of data.



It is common procedure for.schools to administer tests of academic

abhievement,to determinetwhether instructional goals are b4ng

accomplished. Usually, these are- administered at the beginning and
-z.),

the end of a choollear. This makes sense, since achievement tests are

, _

not designed cto measare short-range achievement. Criterion-referenced
'

, tests, however, can,determine'shorter-term gains; observational. measures

(,
can be used to determine achievement whiCh.is even more approkimate to

'.'ongoing instruction. In addition, documentation provides further

evidence of achieVementipartIcularly-with-relation to-attaining social

,.goals, such as, increasing school attendance or decreasing incidents of

violence and vandalism.

Schooling practitioners are familiar with formal'tests of academic-
,

achievement, as well g'd17:ith the arguments surrounding their'
. .

shortcomings. Thus, it won't be necessary to repeatcthis information in

this paper: However, one caveat needs to be stated: instructional goals

and;social goals are designed to produce different outcomes and cannot be

measured by the'same instrument or observation procedure. Too

frequently, evaluations of school innovatidns have attempted to establish

the attainment of social goals (the integration of majoritynd minority

races in schools) with student performance omacadeMic achievement
4

tests: Jnstead, outcome measures shonxroVide information directly

related to the goals whose attainment is being evaluated. Instructional

outcomes relate to instrubtionaIi not social, goals.

The remainder of the discussioh in this paperconcerns.rdetermining

When stbdents have gained abbess to scbling experiences. The

discussion focuses-on twct:kinda of behavioral evidence: the

characteristics of competent student participation and student

participation styles. .Both are behavioral and can be observed;
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...competent Student Partic-ipation7H.-;

Classes are organized to'create task and.institutional demands to
sr"

which students must respond if .they-are-to:be perceived by the teacher to.

be competent (Bossert, 1979). As.',we-have seen,. demands are inherentitn

t..,' -

the activity structures thieserve toorganize instruction and to :.convey

student performance requirements as well as social messages.

To be perceived as a competent Pirticipaht, a student must erfOrm

'

three major functions:. (Wdec4de and under$tand both task e4ec&tions

and new inforMation, (2) efigagellappropriately in task completion and do

so with high accuracy, and S3) obtain accurate feedback-4ith relatiCU t6-

successful task completion. Each function is discuased separately.

Comprehending expectatii To be Perceived by th

9

teacher as participating competently in. instructional activity, a student

must be able to underStand (1) task expectations, (2) the teacher's
-

4
_

requ rementS for aPProPei cate behavior.and A3) new information necessary
, .

to com ete tasks. Included in this understanding is information about'

what.the intended product should- look like when it is completed and

informations about hoi4 to accomplish this

SinCe English language is the-Medium of instruction in most U.S.

classrooms, a student must be proficient in English in order to have

-access'to instrdbtion. Thus, limited English prof4cient (LEP) students

are ata decided disadvantage-. Teachers who can utilize ,a studentts

native language for instructional purposes facilitate developing

understanding of taSkS to be accomplished and how they may be

accomplished appropriately. in classes ,where teachers do not have a.

:second language ttourtei other provisions for translating task

expectations and her pertinent information must be provided if6the LEP
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students are to have' equal-Atcessto trtiction (e.g., ano

who' is bilingual or teacher or %lent aide) .

Participating productively. Comminication makes it possible to
.

understand a teacher's expectations with xega2d to tasks and normat.rVe

behavior. Though new info rmation necessary to complete tasks may be made,

available, it is hp to a student -;to put1all of thiS- into °Oration. This 1t,

means maintainingproductiv4 engagement, on. tasks and completing them with

- _
A high

/ degreea

of .accuracy.

With has been written ut'i
is

the importance of st dent, engagement in
IL

,
,

.ccapleting tasks: the more time spent on a task,'the more chance that

her student

learning will'reluit;.,Much of;the research ontime-on-task has'focused

on'engagement only.- Ai; even more ImPor6nt facet of engagement, however,

is the 'accuracy with which a student completep,tasks. Fisher- et al;

(IOTEW'clere able to show that high engagement with high accuracy:

, .

completing classroom, instructional tasks, correlates positiVely with
. . .

tests,of academic achievement in reading and Mathematics, at least at the'

elementary school level. As a proximal outcome measure, this

provides more accurate feedback concerning the effectiveness of ongoing

instruction; thah do achievement tests. The task for teachers is to

AdjuSt instruction (in particular, assignments and materials) for
4

individual students so that work is at just the ab)iitY and

. -
conceptual level.

Obtaining feedback. Pivotal to competent participation n

instructional activity is the ability to obtain feedback.' This must be

with relation to (a) whether or not one is achieving success in

.
completing a task 'or (b) how to achieve success in.:doing:it. This

requires that studentCknow, :thelanguage of instructon, but italso
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requires that studerits knohow to obtaill feedback, either from t

teacher or from someone, else irirthe_class who possesses the ap

_

infor* mationTo do SO; a student must work within' the established rules

_ _ _

of interAgtion for.a.given.classrooM1'

. * ,
.

,
:-.,

Obviously, a student who exhibits/these three components of student

*
participation is going,to 40'well. How is it, then, that some teacher(

%.4-e.

are able'to illicit thiS student behavior, while others apparently

cannot?;' At °'least ;part of-t ie 4nsWerKlies in the .use of active teaching

-%.*----= .. -, .":k1

1

------&,-T-t7
behaviors c(Na. the 'part of the teacher.'

Figure 4 illustrates the' relationship of competent Student
. .

,L
participation with what an effective teacher does to produce this

and howto know they have

-

"behavlor.' For example, if students.are -expected to decode 'and understand ° i
-

I ,

what. is.going on, then teachers muSt communicate eirly. ThiS meanS
.C.-...*

%

giving accurate dieebtiOnS, 'specifying taS

been completed successfully__ (measurement)- and presenting newinformation

in an Orderly, clear manner. In,addiftion, effective teaCheri actively/
work At engaging students in tas 4,And comNunicate.their expectations

that students can complete them successfully; During instruction, they

monitor Students' work and provide immediate-feedback with relation to

task dompletion.. ..Feedback focuses '66 '63)-4-atitigstudents know if they

are achieving accuracy in task completion-or (b) if "not, how to achieve

it;
The i ediacy of providing feedback About task completion during

instruction cannot :be emphasized strongly enough. Effective teachers

intuit which students are going to need active monitoringand will

require, immediate'feedback, and they-Make certain that these students are

constant recipients. of their attention: Some students need this feedback
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Figure RELATIONSHIP OF COMPETENT STUDENT _

PARTICIPATION TO ACTIVE TEACHING

SO THAT STUDENTS CAN:

Decade, understand

:Task expectations.
Awhat product should
look like; how to),

New information

TEACHERS MUST:

1. Communicate clearly

Oq_
Give accurae direc ipns

Specify taskgrand
measurements

. .

Maintain.productive
engag'ement oh-aSsign'ed.;.

tasks and complete- them

Complete tasks with
high accuracy

Know when successful
in tasks

Observe norms (meet
teacher's expectations).

Obtain'feedback

resent hew' information

summariZihg,
reviewing

2; Obtain, maintain engagement

-si Maintain -task focus

Know how td'obtain
accurate feedback regarding
task completion, i.e.,

-. Whether achieving
success

or
° b. HoW to achieve.

success
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'Pace tinsiruction
approkriately

Promote involveMent

Communicate expectations'S
.for successful
performance

Monitor:progreis..-

Revfew work freq entli

, Adjust instruction to
maximize accu acy'

4. ...provide immediate
',feedback

Regarding task
completion so students:

g. Know .when they are
successful

or
b. Are given

4nformation about
how to achieve
success



. .

(they are discussed in'the following as "dependent" learners), and with:

iti.they have a better dance of learning the lesson content; Without
N,

,

effective. eedback, however., they'are doomed to failure inacademic tasks
.

4

(Ward et al., 1981).

°These three facets of. competent student participation a
d.

indiCatord'thAt a student understands the demands of a given

instructional Adtiv#1<and is working toward meeting theM. In addition,

6tUdeptS tend.to establish different patterns Of.6ehavior.while

:

behavioral

"1: 4

up next;

-

Student.PAriicipation.Characteristic's

School is a social setting. Thus, in. addition to the' usual demands
. ,

_
ipherent in activity structures"to whigti they mist respond in 'Ways

previously described, studenti;:mustjearn to communicate appropriately

'with other stUdenis-add with the teacher.
.

Recent research hai nvesti4Ated ways' in which students

characteiistically behaVe t4hile.participating in\instructlonal aativity.

Six patterns have been .reported bpi Ward (1982),'building from preVious

studjed ATikunoff et al., 1981; Ward et-al., 1981). These are:
.6.

SUCtessimultitask;iSuccesSimultitask students are almost always
_

involved inioine.,;.form of:work, carry Out several tasks
conaleientiy and Well, gcrecorret and'complete answers when
called upon thaugh,seldom volunteer to answer questici6;_ieIdOM

ed t'eacher's help but ask for it if nedessary,_And seldom

i terrupt work to talk'with other students.-_ Students who
pa ticipate in this manner can be_observed listening. to the

tea r.explain day"s lesson and,._at the same time, completing

the a 'gned worksheet. :success/multitask students may read :4

bookwh filiing in workSheets and PartiCipatingin:cIasS
discuSsio 'Still, these StUdentsWill perform well on the.

worksheets..._#,when called upon by,the teacher, answer the
questions core
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2. Soc ial._ Social student's mix brief .,periods Oficoncentqt n or;

assigned tasks with_ high_ lbliolvemetit,iftobbatibif64'.:bip.y some
of which are academic. These students liketOwork with' other
students and often vorthatarily serve alpeett40410erdocial
students volunteer answers to tWteacher's questions. in fact,
these students of-en appear to be'mOre interested 4h answering, --students
per se, tolmj-- iving,-oorrect answery. :,.*:

3. Dependent. Dependent students require'frequent attention,
feedback, explanation, or otherassistance from the teacher or
other students in order to stay on task.`'These students may
remember directions for only onettep of a task at aftime and
may need additional steps.re,-explained in order to proceed
successfully. They respond to aserles;ofsimple questions

tbetter than t to single; complex questi 1 They attend to the
teacher's instructions when in-idiail gi s where the teachei

---' "can monitor thett-progkeSs-i-but-in-totaX=,,Clarsd-dettings-often
are inattentive:

Some dependent students may not require such academic
assistance, but they will not proceed with a task unless given
frequent reinforcement and approval. Such students frequently
bring completi& work to show-the teacher for a "good," "OK," or
"keep going" response. Others waft for a response, doing ruS.
academia work in the meant .me... rf feedback.is hot received,
depdn ent students tyiiically4Cease working on assigned tisks.'

In.cOntra-dt'to other participation categories, phantom
student are characterized more by What they do not do than by
what .theY do. Students4n this category,almost never initiate
conversationS,, Ask for assistance, or.volunteer answers to
.qUestions. Although these students, may appear-to be involved in
classroom aativitieswatching, listening, voicing quiet
responsethey do not participate in verbally or visibly obvioui
ways in either.totaI-cIass or smalI-;group instructional
activities., Phantom stOdents create no problems and make no ,

demands'on the teacher. In turn, 'the teacher seldom initiated
,interaction with these students Tor academic reinforcement,
behavioi control, or social purposes.

Isolate. Isolate students are similar to .a phantom students in
that they selaoe'interact with others. However, isolates are
further characterized by: sporadic engagement in tasks
interspersed with gazing about or quiet play; separation from
other students eithgr by the isolates themselves or by [other]
studdhts who refuse to associate with them; and reluctance_y
have others see clvreact to their work.

'Alienate., Alienate st dents stress antischool, antilearning,
and antisocial behavior. tudenta Who exhibit these
participation characteristi s work against productive



:/1

__
involVeMeni inSchOol; They often appear to purposefully create
confrontations with other students and' he teacher'and to.
latantengage .0:off-task activities. Teachetsjdentify these

StUdents as a discipline Problemoice concern about their,

future success in school, mild seekstrategies that -might change

their modeof participatilWard, 190;, pp. 36 !=66L.

TwO things are noteworth?.abaut student paticipationOharacteriStics

fbr planning schooling: experiences. First, of the six participant

characteristicsithree are imPortant with relatiiktO competent.

7
participation in instructional. activity.

--Neither- the-isolate-nor- the-al Jena t e-st udent learn-well-wha

intended. In addition, they are frequently the source of disruption in

_
the4classroo . This id:partidUlarly.:true of the a ie te. S

2

numbers; Of either Ofthide,tWO typeg.Of'students in a c1ass,will'6aUse
:

-
the pace:of inStrbOtiontbAloW down:because teachers have to handle.

_, ,

disruptive behavior. In addition, the engagement 'and, abouracy rates of
, ,

.

other studentd may Suffer in the meantime: Brophy (1983) recommended
.

_,.

that alienate,Students be removed :from the classroom and be engaged in
'

.

group therapy programs which canhelp them develop mote pro-social

behavior. Most of the programs he advocai'ed'can pdministeied easily

the principal or a school counselor. His point is that, particUlarly

A ` @begin IPq of,the school year, teachers should be concerned with

:'getting students involved in instruction and ought not to have to.contend

with those few:siudbntSwho continually disruPt knStruction.

The dependent student:preSentS the teacher with ihothek; of

,problem. Dependent studentS ;kill learh _it they are 6!-ovided with
.

,

frequent monitoring and feedback conaerninvtask completion. Otherwise,

their lack of Atoility to sequehqp information at-a,COmplex level causes





- 4
Schooling practitionerS ,need to Consider the various student

A

'participation charadteristics.,:as they design schooling experiences. The
.

assignment,of students to classes can

.sudbess of sch6404,e?cperiences for an entire cohort of students. In

'additiono of CoUr$0,,thfisSmes of, equity inherent in tracking and other

class :assignment Strategies,demand attentiOn if students are to be.

provided equitable 800400ing opportunity:

contribute significantly to the
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,IV. IMPLEMENTINGEQUITABLE SCHOOLING OPPORTUNITY

An enduringChallenge for schools Of, the futdre will be,,to adjust
_IL

their programs'to accommodate 1 1) emerging newknOwledgeand, technology,.

(2) the changing goals of society, and 13) the varietyof.dtddents'

learning characteristics a d,:needs. Equitable schooling oppo9tunity can

the vehicle for meeting this challenge.
,eet-

The most robust activity an entire school faculty cane engage i

4,

i s-

involved in an ongoing process of "changing." Poui assumptions guide.

0
this process. They will be. mentioned here Only briefly since it ,is not

the purpose o this paper to 'fOcus on how change can

effectiirely..

First, researbh innovation suggests that the individual

.

school -is the most efficient and'imPOrtant unit of change. Thp is nOt,.

be 'accomplished most:.

tO say that' other, larger aggregates otschooring units, like,school

districts* di:T4Ibt play an important role in the change process.
. , to

the principal in the role of instructional leader ithe:,'Second,

mediator of change* and it is through: a. principal's leadership 'arid.

support that educational programstiap.a given school either will or will

4%
. fI

not be. planned,

information and

executed, and evaluated. Many principals need

,
assistance with facilitating change; ItHremains the

4 t
.responsibility Ofthoae who set policy to provide them with appropriate

suppOit in the change effortgl This support may6eth the form of

training, policy budget, etc. One valuable ,.resource is those principals
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'who have brought about significant changes ihtheir schools,

particularly those changes which reiulted in providing the sorts of

equitable schooling opportunity described in this paper. Some of these

Staff development

o Actively recrUit:i.kingual teaCherS\and 'aides 4

o Provide profeStional-development experiences for st'ak

ch include knoWiedge of minority cultures within a
School:population

-

, .

.

Convey the axpacia on to staff and 'students that:all

Children can learn regardleSe of home cultureell
rhcitide,minority culturesi&the curridulum through
attention to holidays, language studies, histOry,

literature, etc.
,

o Treat'IMInOrity, cultures within the dthool as a

curriculum resource

E_xamoie

o Convey by example: respect, interest,, and_high

expectations for minority students

it is expected that changes in society will occur even_more

rapidly in the future. This suggests that schools will be required: to

- --
deal with change as part of their ongoing planning and decision-making.:

Research on sdhOol Change Su ggests that p a ing for Change is a

Continuing activity; involvikOpculty.as well as principals.

Four , Change8 such.as thoseproposed here can most effectively

result Whe*he principles of hoW'dultelearn are.obserVed and applied;

Sprinthall'& Theis-SPrinthail,11983) and Tyunoff 6',Ward (1981)-biOvide
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insights into how school faculties have utilized Ithis,information to .

innovate change change their. Own behavior* and in the process* construct

more effective learning experiences for their students.

The task of providing eq9itabIe,schooling opportunity for all

6

students shOsuld engage all schrool personnel. The academic and technidal

deirelopment of our nation's most precious resource - -its young people - -is

primarily the responsibility of our schools. To leave a signs

proportion of this resource undevelOped due to inequitable

practices. is a shameful Waste. continue0 planning and inn

P.

required to prepare all students for a productive and fulfilling

adulthooein the rapOly changing future. We hdpe that this
. ,

conceptualization of equitable schoollng, 'opportunity, will contribute,

this 'effort.

4
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,AUTHOR'S NOTES

1., Further information dan be found in Dreebanr ,1967; Mehan, 1979;
Bidwell, 1972. A-

f

2. has been written about the "meanihg" of going tcl school,
including the so-called "hiddert curriculum." See, for example, Herndon,
1968; Dreeban, 1965; Postman & Weingdrtnev, 1965(; Jackson;4966; Bossert,
1979.

-/.

.3. The mas,t, r ent, complete review of the factors of effective
,

.schools is by.Purke & Smith (1983) For a recent criticism of this, body
.

of liteeature,- see Rowan et al., 1083.
-

For fu,ther informatibti concerning effective,principals,
Hord, 1981; Hciuts'e 1975; Huling, Hill &7 Hord, 1982; 'Leithw00d &
Montgomeri, I82%t,and Liphirdi 1981.

5. For tfUrther information, see Stallings & Kaskowit140;1.910 Soar
Soar,. 1972;McDonald & Elias, 1976; Tikunoff, Berliner, ii,R*Oti1.3:01;4''',;,',,,

Brophy & Evertson, 1974, 1976; Fisher et al., 1978; Good fotlysli: 1915.--

6. This did-, ssion of mediation of inektruction? is excerpt#d from
.selieral documents the authOr which report facipts of th
descriptive study. -.r 'other, examples of mediati011'of
varying "children d k,t risk, ",: see the 'collection of in Hawleyf'r"4')

_ _

_

7. Three cautionary. CortMehtSParenecessary:. in interpreting this

feature, Ffrst, lariguage-'alternatfbn-as desciiped here is not the same
as what linguists refer to as "code switching..While linguists have as
variety c4 definiii0ns,for this term; colIpcluiat dine among.
practitioffers defines code switching as-occuring tAleil a:speaker of
languages, talking wi-th a;anather -.person whO understands' bothi sWitched
from one language to another within a single stream of meaning;
alternately Using .words,or phrases' from both languages. _ Apparently, code
switching occurs whenythe speaker chooses a term in onelangUage;' or when
a term is indigenous to. one of the.languages# or when it isitiore

k appropriate given the Context -ofof the discourse.' Language alternation as
observed in :the Part 1: sample is described as_an attempt to communicate
meanin4. Thus teachers' used LI to, repeat Or _siaraphrase, something _which:.

hadbeen stated in tg:.. LThis was EiarticularlyitrUe whem.the cogni e-

comedexity, of a lesson,inereased and LEP students might not'have kno
English terminology for lesson_ contentw .Whilecride_ switching may have
occurred, _it was not done in this instructional context and is hot
considered:to p part of this ,phenomenon._

_ .

;r, 1
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Secondi,langutge alternation usually was spontaneous and unplanned:
This is in contrast to.a bilingUal instructional tethOd which advocates
concurrent translation, wherein a statement or a por4on of a planned
lesson is first giVen_iniond A.A00-.Age and then repeated as faithfully as

possible inthe,second. _Inttead language-alternation apparently was in
-response. to the dOntektAUrin4 a given letson and was used spontaneously
whenever a teacher;tented-thtt -.A.-LEP student was not understanding.

Third,'effective communication by the teadherls described here
should not be confuted with What:-linguists term "language proficiency."
,Whether teachers in the Pa t I sample were proficient in either LI or L2

s not a focUtof the stu. _Ecivally.as,impoitant, however, is whether

ltng ge is used sffectivel ---nd resultR in competent student,.

participation in instfuctiQ -activity:', ,It is unlikely that LEP .

students with minimal EnglishikilisCould-have2cCatulated the high ALT
recorded for this sample were it not for the ability of the teadile

use Ll for a portion of the instfuction. By so doing, they mediated_
effective instruction; which resulted; in urn, in the ability of_their

LEP students to respOhd appropriately tO instructional task demands.

8; Fishei et al. 4978 lied this Academic Learning (ALT) the

time a student spends pyal Iatar content area: engaged in.learning

tasks with a high degree :of accuracy. The batic components of ALT are,

aIlocated,time '(thee time &teachei spends in actual instruction in 'a

certain'trea, not including time spent with trtntitions betWeen
activities, passing oui book; and materialt,,handiing distractions,

etc;); student engagement; and student accuracy.

or
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